BioEnergetic Testing

Muscle Testing

Applied Kinesiology

“All matter is energy field.” Albert Einstein

Foundations of Self-Testing
What is Muscle Testing?

- A simple and noninvasive method for evaluating body imbalances and assessing the body's needs such as: nutrient deficiencies, toxicities, emotional stressors, food sensitivities, psychological reversals, subconscious beliefs and much, much more.
  - In addition, a system for accessing and extending intuition

"Body chemistry is governed by quantum cellular fields."
Prof Murray Gell-Mann Nobel Prize Laureate, USA
Muscle testing is based on the internal energy concepts basic to traditional Chinese and Ayurveda, or East India medicine.

Muscle testing utilizes these aspects of the body:

- The body's electromagnetic field
- The body's interconnected system of reflex points (aka acupressure / acupuncture)
- The body's nerve to muscle connections
• Understand that there is energy around the body, a dynamic field of electromagnetic energy.

• There is a network of reflex points in the body which are very sensitive and are along the surface of the skin; these points tie into internal organ systems. These points exhibit greater electrical conductivity than other parts of the body, thereby allowing for measurement and testing.

• Assessing the strength of the muscle which is based directly on the neurological feedback loop or response in a specified frequencies and vibrational fields, we can determine the response.
Savely Yurkovsky, M.D., founder of Field Control Therapy (FCT) states that there are three predominant regulating domains in the human body, all of which are energetic in nature:

1. Electromagnetic: every cell in the body has electromagnetic fields (EMF)
2. Electric: electricity and bio-chemical make-up
3. Biochemical
• Electrical fields carry informational data. Each cell contains field data. Each thought field contains data.

• There are data fields that are passed on through the generations through a phenomenon known as isomorphic resonance.

• There are data fields larger than people in the universe.

• In people, some energy forces are easily measured with instrumentation, while other energy fields are very subtle, requiring the body itself to be the resonant measuring instrument.
Timeline

- 1958 Reinhold Voll engaged in combining acupuncture Chinese theory with galvanic skin response, inventing the EAV system (Germany).
- 1964, Dr. Joachim Thomsen met Voll and integrated EAV into his dental work (Las Vegas).
- 1964 Dr George Goodheart made the first correlation between muscle function and health, developing a unique testing method (Detroit, MI).
- 1966 Bruce Lipton received his BA in biology.
- 1980's Dr. Roger Callahan developed Thought Field Therapy.
- 1995 Gary Craig introduced EFT to the public.
- 1997 Dr. Stephen Daniel founded Quantum Techniques.
- 1999 Dr Yukovsky began teaching his unique curriculum to medical doctors and licensed health care professionals.
- 2005, Biology of Belief was published-Unleashing the Power of Consciousness, Matter & Miracles